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Farrow Blend Tumbled Limestone
What is Farrow Blend?
Farrow Blend tumbled is a second selection of Farrow Grey tumbled limestone. As the block of stone is quarried and cut, our longstanding suppliers grade each piece of stone into Farrow Grey or Farrow Blend.

What can I expect with Farrow Blend?
The beauty of natural stone means no two tiles are the same, each with their own quirks and character. Typical
features of natural stone include pitting, veining, flowering, oxidisation and fissures. The Farrow Blend tends
to showcase a higher degree of these characteristics, or they may appear on a more prominent level.
When fissures or vents are present in the stone, they can require a lighter hand during installation. We recommend using less force with these tiles if using a mallet during installation for external paving – this will avoid
unnecessary breakages.

Will a sample show the difference between Farrow Blend and Farrow Grey tumbled?
Due to the small size of samples, we recommend viewing as much of the Farrow Blend as possible either
online or at our showrooms. A sample is approx. 1/10th piece of one tile – it is not always possible to represent
all expected variations within a hand sized piece.

How much should I allow for wastage?
Typically, we recommend ordering around 10% for wastage. We recommend ordering 15% for Farrow Blend
– due to the inevitable variation some customers like to have a few more tiles so they can pick and choose their
favourites.

Can I order bespoke pieces in Farrow Blend?
Farrow Blend is only available in the sizes stated on our website. However, we can also provide bespoke finishing pieces such as steps and copings.

If you are unsure on the right option for your project – please get in touch and our
friendly sales team can advise further.

